Good Night and Good Luck

With each sound that rings through someone’s ear a feeling or emotion is
triggered. When Christmas songs are played, the feeling of warmth and cheer that comes
with the Christmas season is alive. A scream ignites fear throughout a person’s entire
body when heard. The sound of a doorbell brings anxiety to everyone wondering who is
on the other side of the door. Movie makers realize the effect that sound has on people so
they strategically arrange the sound in a film to create a desired reaction, mood, or
emotion within the audience. In “Good Night and Good Luck,” George Clooney uses
voice-overs as sound links, music that tells a story, and ambient sounds to build
interaction between the audience and the film.
There are several voice-over sound links in the film that connect one scene to
another. When Edward R. Murrow walks from his boss’s office after talking about firing
anyone who has been involved in any communist activities, sounds from the next scene
are voiced-over the picture of him walking. The next scene includes all of the CBS
employees in a meeting to confront any ties to communism. The voice-over of the
meeting sets up the next scene and make for an easy transition between these two related
scenes. Another sound link is a voice-over from the studio when Fred asks Edward about
his rebuttal to Senator McCarthy’s statements. He asks him if he has written his closing
and the scene changes to Edward at the typewriter actually writing the closing while the
voices of Edward and Fred continue to converse about the rebuttal. A voice-over of
Annie Lee Moss’s statements in court are also used as a transition from a scene inside the
interviews of CBS employees with lawyers to a recording o Annie Lee Moss making her

defense in the courtroom. One of the most dramatic voice-overs in this film is a blatant
link of the plot. While Edward sits in his home, a woman singing jazzy blues is heard in
the background singing a song about heaven underlying the voice-over narration of
another O’Brien newspaper review that bashes Don Hollenbeck. These sounds transition
to Edward reporting about Don’s death on his television show. In each of these
transitions the sound plays a key role in setting up the next scene.
Another kind of sound that helps set up a connection between scenes is the use of
a certain jazz, blues singer. The sound of this voice and music is constant to give the
same tone throughout the film. At the same time that this sound gives consistency to the
film, it also lays out the different moods. The words that she sings tells the inner story
that may not be understood from the dialogue. This movie is focused on a time when
television was very popular. In the beginning of the movie the woman is pictured in the
television studio singing the words, “TV is in this year, radio is out of date.” The woman
continues to sing this, setting the importance of the use of television in the media. When
facing the feedback of the first production that attacks Senator McCarthy, the music with
the woman singing confronts the danger that each CBS employee faces, especially
Edward. The woman sings, “I’ve got my eyes on you. Best beware where you roam.
I’ve set my spies on you. I’m checking on all you do from A-Z. So darling, don’t be
wise. So keep your eyes on me.” Just like the words say, they have to be careful now
because everything they do is going to be watch and everything they have ever done is
going to be investigated. They also have to be prepared with their own investigating. It
is now the time to be ready for everything. In the midst of the back and forth action of
Senator McCarthy and Edward R. Morrow, the music with the woman is used again to

add more of the inner story. With the television station anxiously trying to defeat and
defend their productions, the words that the woman sings say, “You’re driving me crazy,
what did I do to you?” Each side is battling frantically to face viewers and the tension is
seen but not directly voiced; that is what the sound of the woman is used for. Her voice
foreshadows events in the film. When Don Hollenbeck dies, her songs is the first
indicator of what has happened. The song she sings says, “Somewhere there’s music,
how faint the tune, it’s where you are. Somewhere there’s heaven how near, how far.
The darkest night would shine if you would come to me, until you, how still my heart,
how high the moon.” As this sound plays Edward sits and reflects on his friend. Don has
gone to heaven where there is music. The sound of the woman’s voice is something that
is comfortable as part of the film. The audience is provided with more of the story than it
would have been informed.
Another important sound feature in the film is the use of ambient sounds. In any
television station or studio there are certain sounds that are always going to be present.
In the order to create a realistic atmosphere in the settings in this film those sounds are
necessary. The phone ring in the studio when people call with feedback as soon as the
show is aired. That is how it would be in any real television studio. Not only do phones
ring in the background n the studio, there are also monitors that are heard to observe what
is on the air. Other noises that are natural to an environment are the sounds of the
projector in the film room, the people that are heard in the courtroom, and people talking
in the office. In a courtroom, there are always voices that are heard, or people walking
around or gasping, and George Clooney make the scenes in the courtroom more realistic
by including those sounds. He also does this when there is a scene in the office. The

employees are excited about the feedback from their production and there excitement
doesn’t stop with a phone call. The dialogue on one end of the telephone is focused on,
but the background dialogue in the office is still present. The presence of ambient noises
makes the film more realistic, not as dramatized.
“Good Night and Good Luck” uses voice-overs, sound links, music, and ambient
noises to tell the story of a time when the battles on television where real life battles. The
sounds used in this film take you from one scene to the next, set the mood for the action,
and create a real-life setting. That was George Clooney’s focus with the sound he used.

